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Because of initial cost and expense of operation, a German
Zeppelin was out of the question for us. Riiser-Larsen, who took
part in our discussions and who knew as much about existing
European aircraft as any man alive, suggested the type of dirigible
which Colonel Umberto Nobile was then building and flying for
the Italian government. It was small enough to be within the means
of a private expedition, yet had almost the cruising range of a
Zeppelin, and it was strong, airworthy, and easy to handle. The
Italian airship N i, which Nobile was then navigating, had attracted
the attention of the aviation world.
I could promise to make my fair contribution to this ambitious
project, and we struck hands on it. Thus was born the Amundsen-
Ellsworth-Nobile Expedition, an enterprise which eventually drew
in the governments of both Norway and Italy.
I had to hurry back home to settle my affairs, and Amundsen
was coming soon to lecture in the United States. Before we broke
up in Oslo, however, we sent Riiser-Larsen to Italy to see Nobile
and negotiate for the purchase of the N i. We had more than
a little doubt that Premier Mussolini would sell the ship to us
at all
Accordingly, we were both surprised and delighted to learn that
not only would Mussolini sell the airship to us for a transpolar
flight but would do so on most advantageous terms—an equivalent
price in lire of $75,000, with an agreement to repurchase the ship
from us for $46,000 if we could return it in good condition. It
amounted to little more than a charter and made the net cost of
the dirigible to us considerably less than the price of one Dornier-
Wal seaplane. The only concession Signor Mussolini asked in re-
turn was that, for the honour of Italy, five members of the old crew
of the N i be signed on for* the polar flight.
In Oslo we had also discussed the question of a pilot, in the
event that we could secure the N i. To Amundsen and me the
ideal man seemed to be Nobile himself. Since he had both built
and navigated her, he therefore must know more about her
capabilities than any other man. The officials in Rome seemed a
little surprised when we suggested Nobile as pilot, we learned
afterwards. We asked Nobile his price. He named a figure, and
we accepted it. Up to this time, it should be noted, we had no

